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New Year’s is a good time for a Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) compliance tune-up.  
Providers of consumer financial products and services (“providers”) operate in a dynamic environment 
influenced by challenges to profitability and survival, increased focus on the consumer experience, 
industry consolidation, advancing technology, and changes in laws and regulations.    
 
The CFPB, created by the Consumer Financial Protection Act of 2010 (“CFPA”), has open 
investigations in virtually all of the market areas under its jurisdiction, including such areas as 
depository institutions (with assets over $10 billion), nonbanks involved in private student loans, 
mortgage servicing, small dollar lending, debt collection, consumer reporting, consumer credit and 
related activities, money transmitting, check cashing and related activities, prepaid cards, and debt 
relief services.  On top of this, the CFPB has a growing supervisory and examination program to compel 
and assess compliance with federal consumer financial laws. 
 
In the first year and a half of its existence, the CFPB has issued a number of guides, reports, and 
bulletins and has brought several public enforcement actions that set forth its expectations for how 
providers should comply with federal consumer financial laws.  Below we provide six simple practical 
tips to help keep your company running at peak performance and meet the CFPB’s expectations.    
 
1.    Review Compliance Management System:  In order to help ensure legal compliance, many 
providers develop and maintain compliance management systems that are integrated into the overall 
framework of the company.  These programs are designed to address all facets of the operation, 
including in the design, delivery, and administration of services – that is, the entire service lifecycle. 
 
According to the CFPB Supervision and Examination Manual: 
 
    “An effective compliance management system commonly has four interdependent control 
components: 
■ Board and management oversight;  
■ Compliance program;  
■ Response to consumer complaints; and  
■ Compliance audit.” 
 
The second component, a compliance program, includes the company’s policies and procedures 
(discussed below), employee training, and monitoring and corrective actions.  Companies that are often 
able to avoid most challenges make compliance part of the day-to-day responsibilities of management 
and their employees, which allows them to self-identify issues (sometimes with the help of outside 
consultants) and take corrective action when necessary. 
 
2.    Policies and Procedures Matter:  When a government regulator (e.g., CFPB, Federal Trade 
Commission (“FTC”), banking regulator, state Attorney General, etc.) comes knocking, an examination 
or investigation often will go more smoothly if the company can demonstrate that it has established 
policies and procedures that cover all relevant legal and regulatory topics.  To this end, consider 
whether key policies are in writing, and if procedures have been implemented to ensure that the policy 
is followed.  Without written policies and procedures, it is difficult to document or put into context 
compliant behavior.  Consider ways to get your board of directors and senior management involved so 
that they may exercise oversight and are able to monitor the implementation of the policies.  Also, 
consider whether you have enough resources to get the job done. 
 
3.    Actions Speak Louder than Words:  While policies and procedures are important, in the final 
analysis, it will be more important to show that the organization and its staff actually are complying with 
applicable legal and regulatory requirements.  A review of company practices can include:  random 
samples from employees and from the consumer perspective; review of training programs to confirm 
they are current and consistent with policies and procedures (and the law); updating monitoring and 
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disciplinary protocols; and a formal compliance audit.  The CFPB has made clear its expectation that 
entities subject to its examination authority should incorporate a compliance audit designed to evaluate 
compliance with consumer financial laws and adherence to internal policies and procedures.  And, from 
the CFPB’s perspective, to be effective, the audit program must be sufficiently independent from the 
company’s overall compliance program and business functions and should report to the board of 
directors (or a board committee).     
 
4.    Communications with Consumers, Advertising, and Marketing:  Television, radio, online 
content (including social media), telephone calls, and lead generation by third-party providers all can 
qualify as advertising under the law, meaning they need to comply with state and federal laws governing 
advertising, which generally require that any statements be truthful, not misleading, and substantiated. 
 
5.    Third-Party Affiliates and Vendors:  Federal and state regulators are increasingly sounding the 
alarm that they will hold providers responsible for the actions of their affiliates and service providers.  
Indeed, the CFPB published an entire bulletin on the topic.  To minimize problems with an affiliate or 
vendor, providers should implement policies and procedures designed to ensure that their third-party 
affiliates/vendors comply with the providers’ legal obligations.  In addition to conducting robust due 
diligence before engaging a vendor, providers must monitor the third party’s conduct for ongoing 
compliance.  If the affiliate/vendor doesn’t appear to be compliant or refuses to answer important 
questions, then consider your options, including discontinuing the use of the third party.  Bottom line, 
the CFPB expects providers to demonstrate compliance for each of their product lines, marketing 
practices, and third-party affiliates and/or vendors. 
 
6.    One-Size Does Not Fit All:  The CFPB has jurisdiction over a wide-range of financial institutions 
and service providers.  As a result, the relevant federal consumer financial laws that are applicable vary 
institution-by-institution.  Nonetheless, the CFPB expects compliance management activities to be a 
priority and to be tailored to the nature, size, and complexity of the provider’s consumer-facing 
business.  Substantive areas that the CFPB already has observed widespread deficiencies include: 
■ Furnishers to credit reporting agencies – Regulation V of the Fair Credit Reporting Act  
■ Credit cards – Equal Credit Opportunity Act and its implementing Regulation B, misrepresentations 

in advertising and marketing, failure to make appropriate disclosures under the Truth in Lending Act, 
violations of the Fair Credit Reporting Act, and deceptive debt collection practices  

■ Mortgage lending – Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act, the Truth in Lending Act’s Regulation 
Z and Home Mortgage Disclosure Act, as well as violations of the rule for mortgage acts and 
practices (Regulation N)  

■ Foreclosure assistance and mortgage assistance relief services – Regulation O  
■ Debt relief services – Section 5 of the FTC Act, the CFPA, and the Telemarketing Sales Rule 
 
Finally, as mentioned above, the supervision and enforcement work of the CFPB focuses not only on 
providers, but also on their partners, including those who facilitate their conduct and who may run afoul 
of the federal consumer financial protection laws.  
 
No compliance tune-up can preclude all liability that may arise for an institution.  Staying current on the 
legal and regulatory requirements applicable to your organization is crucial. 

* * * * * * 

For more information, please contact Jonathan L. Pompan at 202.344.4383 or 
jlpompan@Venable.com; or Alexandra Megaris at 212.370.6210 or amegaris@Venable.com.   
 
Jonathan L. Pompan, a partner in the Washington, DC office of Venable LLP, co-chairs the firm’s 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Task Force.  His practice focuses on providing comprehensive 
legal advice and regulatory advocacy to a broad spectrum of clients, such as nonbank financial 
products and services providers, nonprofit organizations, and trade and professional associations, 
before the CFPB, the FTC, state Attorneys General, and regulatory agencies. 
 
Alexandra Megaris is an associate in Venable’s regulatory practice group, where she advises clients 
on advertising and marketing, communications, and general business matters, including compliance 
with the CFPA, and the FTC Act.  She also assists clients with civil and criminal investigations before 
the U.S. Congress, the CFPB, the FTC, and various other federal and state agencies. 
 
This article is not intended to provide legal advice or opinion and should not be relied on as such.  Legal 
advice can only be provided in response to a specific fact situation.  
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A newly created Consumer Protection Working Group to combat consumer fraud will work across 
federal law enforcement and regulatory agencies, and with state and local partners. The Consumer 
Protection Working Group is the latest in a string of efforts undertaken by law enforcement agencies to 
protect vulnerable populations. Areas of focus include scams that target the unemployed, those in need 
of payday loans, and those suffering from the burden of high credit card and other debt, as well as 
exploiting prospective students, active-duty military personnel, and veterans.  
 
The Consumer Protection Working Group is a new unit within the Financial Fraud Enforcement Task 
Force that was created in late 2009, and is led by the U.S. Department of Justice. The working group, 
announced by Attorney General Eric Holder on the heels of President Obama’s State of the Union 
speech, held its first meeting on February 10, 2012.  
 
Officials said the effort will be focused and will coordinate efforts among law enforcement and regulators. 
At the first meeting of the group, Attorney General Eric Holder said that the partnership “will strengthen 
our collective efforts, enhance civil and criminal enforcement of consumer fraud and educate the public 
in an effort to prevent consumers from being victimized in the first place.” 
 
According to the announcement, the Consumer Protection Working Group will “address several areas of 
concern, including payday lending and other high-pressure telemarketing or Internet scams, business 
opportunity schemes, for-profit schools that engage in fraud or misrepresentation, and fraudulent third-
party payment processors that facilitate payments on behalf of other fraudsters without the permission 
of the customer.” The Consumer Protection Working Group will likely follow the lead of the Federal 
Trade Commission (“FTC”), Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”), and several state 
attorneys general, which are aggressively investigating potential violations of consumer protection laws.  
 
The new working group has set priorities and discussed taking collaborative steps to continue to seek 
out and prosecute consumer fraud as well as protect consumers from fraud before it happens through 
outreach and education. The new working group also plans to establish a best-practices toolkit; 
legislative, regulatory and policy initiatives; and an information-sharing structure.  
 
Members of the Consumer Protection Working Group include representatives from the FTC, CFPB, 
Department of Treasury, FBI, Internal Revenue Service-Criminal Investigation, Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation, U.S. Secret Service, Financial Crimes Enforcement Network, Executive Office for U.S. 
Attorneys, Department of Education’s Office of the Inspector General, U.S. Trustee Program, the 
National Association of Attorneys General, U.S. Postal Inspection Service, the Office of the Comptroller 
of the Currency, the Federal Reserve Board, and the National Credit Union Administration. The state 
attorneys general are represented on the working group by Attorney General Lisa Madigan from Illinois, 
Attorney General Greg Zoeller from Indiana, and Attorney General Roy Cooper from North Carolina.  
 
The potential for investigations of companies and, perhaps several companies within multiple sectors, 
by the members of the working group adds a dimension to areas that have already been under heavy 
scrutiny. As a result, companies that work in areas that are related to financially distressed consumers 
should review existing relationships, staff training, compliance, and audit functions and programs. From 
advertising and marketing, fulfillment, and complaint resolution, all practices could be subject to review. 
In addition, sectors in the crosshairs of the working group should assess whether they need to improve 
messaging and the design of self-regulatory programs with strong enforcement mechanisms to help 
compliant companies distinguish themselves from those that are not in compliance with applicable 
laws. Finally, in light of the potential for lawsuits, companies that are under investigation will need to be 
prepared to defend themselves and their actions.  

* * * * * *  
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For more information, please contact Jonathan L. Pompan at 202.344.4383 or . Jonathan L. Pompan 
is Of Counsel at Venable LLP in the Washington, DC office. He represents nonprofit and for-profit 
companies in regulated industries, including credit counseling agencies, in a wide variety of areas such 
as before the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, compliance with applicable federal and state 
regulations, and in connection with Federal Trade Commission and state investigations and law 
enforcement actions.  

This article is not intended to provide legal advice or opinion and should not be relied on as such. Legal 
advice can only be provided in response to a specific fact situation.  
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The Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) has issued its 2012 annual report of consumer complaints from 
its Consumer Sentinel Network, an online database used for tracking complaints.  The FTC received 
more than 2 million complaints overall, from multiple sources including its own consumer complaint 
hotline, other federal agencies such as the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”), several 
state Attorneys General, state regulatory agencies, the Better Business Bureaus, and other 
nongovernmental organizations.   
 
Federal and state law enforcement agencies can and often will use information in the database to 
enhance and coordinate investigations and in formulation of regulatory priorities.  
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The complaint categories making up the top 20 are: 
 

 
 
A full listing of complaint categories is available in the report.  In addition, the report gives national data, 
as well as a state-by-state accounting of top complaint categories and a listing of the metropolitan 
areas that generated the most complaints.   
 

 Rank   Category   Complaints   Percentages 
 1.  Identity Theft  369,132  18%
 2.  Debt Collection  199,721  10%
 3.  Banks and Lenders  132,340  6%
 4.  Shop-at-Home and Catalog Sales  115,184  6%
 5.  Prizes, Sweepstakes, and Lotteries  98,479  5%
 6.  Impostor Scams  82,896  4%
 7.  Internet Services  81,438  4%
 8.  Auto-Related Complaints  78,062  4%
 9.   Telephone and Mobile Services  76,783  4%
 10.  Credit Cards  51,550  3%
 11.  Foreign Money Offers and Counterfeit Check Scams  46,112  2%
 12.  Advance Payments for Credit Services  42,974  2%
 13.  Television and Electronic Media  41,664  2%
 14.  Health Care  35,703  2%
 15.  Mortgage Foreclosure Relief and Debt Management  33,791  2%
 16.  Business and Job Opportunities  32,496  2%
 17.  Travel, Vacations, and Timeshare Plans  30,324  1%
 18.  Internet Auction  29,553  1%
 19.  Credit Bureaus, Information Furnishers and Report   

 Users
 29,268  1%

 20.  Office Supplies and Services  24,210  1%

CFPB, Other Governmental Agencies, and Others Contribute to Report 
 
According to the report, the CFPB contributed almost 20 times as many complaints as it did in 2011, 
which was the first half year of its existence (83,740 up from 4,098).  The complaint database also 
includes complaints filed with state law enforcement organizations, other federal agencies, BBBs, and 
private sector companies.  In total about 60% of the complaints are contributed by non-FTC 
organizations.   
 
Tips to Help Address Consumer Complaints 
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Not every complaint indicates a violation of law.  In addition, investigators should consider the context 
and reliability of complaints.  However, the reality is that FTC, CFPB, and other enforcers will analyze 
consumer complaints to assist in the identification of potential unfair, deceptive, or abusive practices 
and other violations of law.   
 
Investigators frequently obtain samples of consumer-level data during the course of investigations.  For 
the consumer-level data, investigators will focus on whether the consumer is treated reasonably, fairly, 
and without deceptive conduct.  By way of example, investigators will review the products and services 
provided, compare them to the records in the company’s primary computer system, and compare them 
to all statements made in communications from the consumer, including consumer complaints. 
 
The below set of tips can help to reduce consumer complaints and prepare for potential scrutiny: 
■ Take steps to be responsive and responsible in handling consumer complaints and inquiries.  
■ Address and resolve complaints and inquiries, whether regarding the entity or its service providers, in 

a prompt manner.  
■ Use intelligence gathered from consumer contacts to help evaluate compliance, fulfillment, and 

overall customer satisfaction.   
■ Escalate complaints that raise legal issues involving potential consumer harm from unfair treatment 

or discrimination, or other regulatory compliance issues, as appropriate.  
■ Develop a process to organize, retain, and use consumer complaint information as part of an overall 

compliance program.  
■ Develop written policies and procedures for receiving, escalating, and resolving consumer complaints 

and inquiries. 
 
Ignoring consumer complaints can have potentially disastrous effects on a company’s bottom line and 
legal exposure.  Moreover, it is more than likely that federal and state enforcers will take some of their 
cues from the consumer complaints their agencies receive.  Understanding the type of complaints and 
the process can empower your business.  

* * * * * * 

For more information, please contact Jonathan L. Pompan at 202.344.4383 or 
jlpompan@Venable.com.  

Jonathan L. Pompan, a partner in the Washington, DC office of Venable LLP, co-chairs the firm’s 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Task Force.  His practice focuses on providing comprehensive 
legal advice and regulatory advocacy to a broad spectrum of clients, such as nonbank financial 
products and services providers, nonprofit organizations, and trade and professional associations, 
before the CFPB, the FTC, state Attorneys General, and regulatory agencies.  
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The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau ("CFPB") and the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") have 
targeted mortgage advertising and marketing in a joint "sweep." 
 
Just prior to the Thanksgiving holiday, the CFPB and FTC announced they issued warning letters to 
mortgage lenders and mortgage brokers advising them to “clean up potentially misleading 
advertisements, particularly those targeted toward veterans and older Americans."  
 
The CFPB and FTC also announced they have ongoing formal investigations of companies.  According 
to the CFPB, "the actions stem from a joint 'sweep,' a review conducted by the CFPB and the FTC of 
about 800 randomly selected mortgage-related ads across the country, including ads for mortgage 
loans, refinancing, and reverse mortgages."  
 
The agencies looked at public-facing ads in newspapers, on the Internet, and from mail solicitations; 
some came to the attention of the CFPB and the FTC from consumers who complained about them. 
 
The CFPB's and FTC's coordinated effort reflects the strong ties between the two agencies, 
coordination, and their shared jurisdiction in areas related to advertising and marketing of consumer 
financial products and services.   
 
The CFPB and the FTC share enforcement authority for the 2011 Mortgage Acts and Practices 
Advertising Rule (Regulation N), which prohibits misleading claims concerning government affiliation, 
interest rates, fees, costs, payments associated with the loan, and the amount of cash or credit 
available to the consumer.   
 
Click here to view a copy of the CFPB's press release and sample warning letters. Click here to view 
a copy of the FTC’s press release and sample warning letter. 
 
By coincidence, the CFPB, on the eve of its announcement with the FTC, scored a preliminary 
injunction in its first ever civil enforcement action against a law firm that offered mortgage assistance 
relief services to consumers, CFPB v. Gordon Law Firm et al.  This was a garden variety enforcement 
action of the type that the FTC routinely brings against loan modification providers.   
 
The CFPB alleged that the law firm and various individuals and companies injured consumers by falsely 
promising loan modifications in exchange for advance fees and, in reality, did little or nothing to help 
consumers.  The CFPB initiated the enforcement action in July, on an ex parte basis (without warning), 
and since then the defendants have been under an asset freeze, and receivership.  The defendant's 
businesses are now being wound down by the receiver.   
 
  

* * * * * 

For more information, please contact Jonathan L. Pompan at 202.344.4383 or . 

Jonathan L. Pompan is Of Counsel at Venable LLP in the Washington, DC office.  He represents 
nonprofit and for-profit companies in regulated industries, in a wide variety of areas such as before the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, compliance with applicable federal and state regulations, and in 
connection with Federal Trade Commission and state investigations and law enforcement actions. 
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As the one-year anniversary of the start of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB” or the 
“Bureau”) approaches, look for a fundamental shift in press coverage about the Bureau, as information 
about its initial investigations and enforcement activity becomes public.  This new focus will emerge as 
the Bureau builds on some of its first investigations to determine whether there have been violations of 
federal consumer financial protection laws.  These investigations and potential enforcement actions will 
have long-term consequences for their targets and be an important indicator of the Bureau’s approach to 
consumer protection in the future.  
  
Enforcement Authority Overview 
 
The Bureau has responsibility to enforce federal consumer financial law over nonbank entities, 
regardless of whether they are subject to the Bureau’s supervisory authority.  Federal consumer 
financial laws include the Consumer Financial Protection Act (“CFPA”) enacted as part of the Dodd-
Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, which prohibits unfair, deceptive, or abusive 
acts and practices (“UDAAP”) in connection with consumer financial products and services, as well as 
18 consumer protection laws transferred to the Bureau, and several rules issued by the Federal Trade 
Commission (“FTC”).  
 
The Bureau’s coverage of nonbank entities and their service providers is broad and includes advertisers, 
marketers, and providers of payday loans, private education loans, mortgage origination and servicing, 
debt collection, credit reports, prepaid cards, money transmission, consumer installment loans, and 
debt relief services.   
  
While the total number and details of investigations being conducted by the Bureau’s Office of 
Enforcement are confidential, already the existence of some investigations of nonbank financial 
providers has become public as a result of corporate filings.  For example, within the last month, a for-
profit school announced it was being investigated as to private education loans.  Also, the Bureau itself 
has stated it has other non-public investigations in progress. 
 
Federal Consumer Financial Protection Law 
 
The Bureau has two primary areas of enforcement authority:  the CFPA’s UDAAP prohibition; and the 
laws and rules that it inherited from other agencies.  For a primer on the laws and regulations that fall 
under the scope of the CFPB, review the CFPB Supervision and Examination Guidance on its website – 
www.consumerfinance.gov.  This material is geared for Bureau examination staff, it provides a good 
overview of the ways enforcement staff may approach an investigation.   
 
In particular, the available guidance includes examples from federal enforcement actions and provides 
insight into practices that have been alleged to be unfair, deceptive or abusive by other regulators and 
may inform the Bureau’s determinations.  However, an enforcement action may require the Bureau to 
clarify particular laws and regulations under its jurisdiction as applied to specific facts.  Although the 
Bureau has broad rulemaking authority to add clarity to the law, the Bureau may not want to wait until it 
can initiate and conclude a rulemaking before bringing an enforcement action to highlight particular 
conduct it would view as problematic. 
 
The Bureau has yet to demonstrate where or when it will intervene in the specific actions of a company 
or seek to set an example for others through enforcement actions.  Conduct changes and financial 
penalties aimed at specific companies are likely not the only goal of the CFPB.  Another result is that it 
may promote better compliance within given markets and careful development of compliant goods and 
services along the way. 
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Investigatory Process 
 
The CFPB is authorized to conduct investigations to determine whether any person is, or has, engaged 
in conduct that violates federal consumer financial law.  The Bureau drew heavily on the procedures 
used by the FTC, the Securities and Exchange Commission, and existing banking regulators for 
guidance in developing its investigatory rules.  Here are some highlights: 
■ Investigations may be conducted jointly with other federal and state regulators, and may include 

subpoenas or civil investigative demands (“CIDs”) for testimony, responses to written questions, 
documents, or other materials.  

■ The Assistant Director of the Division of Enforcement is empowered to negotiate and approve the 
terms of compliance with CIDs and grant extensions for good cause.  Further, CID recipients may 
seek an order to modify or set aside a CID, which will be ruled upon by the Bureau Director.  If an 
agreement cannot be reached, the Bureau may initiate an action to enforce a CID in federal court.  In 
addition, the Bureau may seek civil contempt or other appropriate relief in cases where a court order 
enforcing a CID has been violated.  

■ Persons may withhold material responsive to a CID.  The rules require that they assert a privilege by 
the production date and, if so, as directed in the CID, submit a detailed schedule of the items 
withheld.  The rules also provide protection for inadvertently disclosed privileged information.  

■ Investigations generally are non-public.  However, a Bureau investigator may disclose the existence 
of an investigation to the extent necessary to advance the investigation, and information obtained in 
an investigation may be shared with other federal and state agencies. 

 
Key Steps to Responding to an Investigation 
 
A recipient of a CFPB CID needs to move quickly to assess the scope of the CID, retain counsel, and 
be prepared to proactively discuss compliance issues.  Here are some key steps: 
 
1. Review the CID – A review of the CID, among many things, will identify the purpose of the 
investigation, the assigned staff enforcement attorneys, the production deadline (e.g., 30 days from 
issuance), the definitions, instructions, and interrogatory and document requests. 
 
2. Establish a Response Team – When a CID is received, the recipient should establish a response 
team comprised of in-house legal counsel, compliance staff, business staff, and IT staff.  This group, 
along with others within the company, and the support of outside counsel, will be needed to help with 
gathering documents and answering interrogatory questions, ensuring compliance with legal obligations, 
maintaining confidentiality, assessing whether responsive information is privileged, taking proper steps 
to preserve responsive materials (e.g., implementation of a document preservation policy), avoiding 
liability, and preventing future claims and damage to the company.  In addition, a recipient of a CID will 
need to decide whether public disclosure is required pursuant to other applicable legal and regulatory 
obligations. 
 
3. Assess the CID for Possible Modification Requests – Once the team is assembled, legal counsel 
needs to determine the scope and timing of the CID response and whether any modifications are 
needed.  The scope of the Bureau’s authority in issuing the CID also needs to be determined.  
Questions to ask include: 
■ What information is the Bureau seeking?  
■ What information do we have?  
■ How difficult will be it be to identify and gather the information?   
■ Would compliance with the CID violate other legal requirements?  
■ Does the CID overlap with supervision and examination authority the Bureau has, or will likely have in 

the future? 
 
4. Meet and Confer with Bureau Enforcement Attorneys – Bureau CID’s that we are familiar with 
have had an instruction providing for the opportunity to have an early “meet and confer” meeting with 
Bureau staff on issues relating to the scope of the CID and document production matters.  The practice 
has been that the meet and confer is within 10 days after receipt of the CID.  Preparation steps for the 
meet and confer and ensuing follow-up include: 
■ Identify specific definitions, instructions, and requests that may pose a burden.  
■ Quantify the burden to the company (e.g., use of all IT resources for several weeks).  
■ Propose alternative options that address the same subject matter.  
■ Demonstrate commitment to full and frank discussion regarding limitations and availability of 

information, including database and IT matters, document retention policies, and organizational 
structure of company.  

■ Identify and propose a production timeline that is reasonable and takes into account the ease with 



which information can be provided. 
 
5. Petition to Modify or Set Aside the CID – The Bureau’s investigatory rules generally allow CID 
recipients to file a petition to modify or set aside an information request if the request is filed within 20 
days of receipt of the CID unless an extension is granted by the head of the Office of Enforcement.  The 
Bureau’s rules require parties to engage in meaningful “meet and confer” sessions with enforcement 
staff before they file any petition to quash Bureau CID requests.  Within the CFPB context, we are not 
aware of any motions to modify or quash having been granted.  Indeed, in similar situations at the FTC, 
we find that it is frequently more effective and efficient to have detailed and ongoing conversations with 
the enforcement attorneys to limit the scope of particular CID requests.  While the Bureau staff may 
resist modifying the scope of the CID, any reduction that is allowed can be accompanied by a provision 
requiring parties to provide additional information upon the request of Bureau staff.  However, the timely 
filing of a petition for an order modifying or setting aside a CID will stay the time permitted for 
compliance with the portion challenged.  
 
6. Electronically Stored Information – The identification, collection, review, and processing of 
electronically stored information, such as emails, poses certain challenges on most businesses.  The 
burden and cost continues to increase as the amount of electronically stored information that the 
average organization or custodian regularly maintains continues to rise.  Among the first steps that 
should be done when receiving a CID is to suspend any automatic deletion process for responsive 
electronically stored materials.  In addition, the recipient should work to identify relevant custodians for 
each request and attempt to reach agreement on ways to mitigate the burden of requests using the lists 
of custodians and other relevant methods.  
 
7. Production – The CID instructions will cover specifics regarding production formats and logistics.  
Generally the Bureau has required electronic production of responses and has not been hampered by 
legacy government IT systems or protocols.  Further, when responding to a CID, material that is 
withheld based on asserting a privilege is required to be identified on a privilege log.  This is a very 
significant step, as well as a source of burden and expense, so the instructions and any modifications 
to this process should be discussed with Bureau staff well in advance of the response deadline.  
 
Once it is clear that an investigation is underway, careful consideration should be given to how best to 
advocate on behalf of the company in a proactive manner.  While presentations and white papers will 
not eliminate the need to respond to the CID, they can provide the company with an important 
opportunity to present its view of the facts.  In addition, detailed cover letters and other explanatory 
material may be useful.  Also, consider whether any remedial steps are needed, how the company may 
implement them, and how best to communicate any changes to the Bureau. 
 
Careful thought should be given to how the investigation will affect the long-term relationship of the 
company with the Bureau.  This is especially important when the company is subject to automatic 
supervision and examination authority, may be considered by the Bureau to have engaged in activities 
that pose risks to consumers, or could be considered a larger player, or “larger participant,” in other 
markets, such as those included in an initial proposal on consumer reporting companies and debt 
collectors.  Importantly, a CFPB investigation may also impact state investigations and relationships 
with state regulators.  The specific considerations and consequences will not be the same for every 
investigation.   
 
Notice and Opportunity to Respond and Advise 
 
According to a bulletin published in January 2012, before the Office of Enforcement recommends that 
the Bureau commence enforcement proceedings, the Office of Enforcement may give the subject of 
such recommendation notice of the nature of the subject’s potential violations and may offer the subject 
the opportunity to submit a written statement in response.  
 
The Bulletin notes that “the decision whether to give such notice is discretionary, and a notice may not 
be appropriate in some situations, such as in cases of ongoing fraud or when the Office of Enforcement 
needs to act quickly.”    
 
The objective of the notice is to ensure that potential subjects of enforcement actions have the 
opportunity to present their positions to the Bureau before an enforcement action is recommended or 
commenced, according to the bulletin.   
 
Administrative Proceedings and Civil Actions 
 
The CFPB may bring administrative enforcement proceedings or civil actions in Federal district court.   
The Bureau can obtain “any appropriate legal or equitable relief with respect to a violation of Federal 



consumer financial law,” including, but not limited to: 
■ Rescission or reformation of contracts.  
■ Refund of money or return of real property.  
■ Restitution.  
■ Disgorgement or compensation for unjust enrichment.  
■ Payment of damages or other monetary relief.  
■ Public notification regarding the violation.  
■ Limits on the activities or functions of the person against whom the action is brought.  
■ Civil monetary penalties (which can go either to victims or to financial education). 
 
The CFPB has no criminal enforcement authority. 
 
If a positive and realistic resolution is not possible before the Bureau, a CID recipient may have to 
litigate against the agency.  In some cases, companies may need to weigh final settlement offers from 
the Bureau with the worst-case litigation scenario, including restrictive injunctive provisions and 
penalties.   
 
Seeking to Avoid a CFPB Investigation 
 
For companies seeking to avoid a CFPB investigation, there are many steps that may be appropriate.  
Among them, consider performing a risk assessment and gap analysis to determine where the attention 
of the compliance department and others may be needed, as well as record keeping.  Also consider a 
consumer financial protection compliance training program.  One goal of the program can be to train 
staff on how to spot certain basics as part of an overall compliance program.  Further, consult with 
experienced and skilled outside counsel to help navigate the nuances of consumer financial protection 
laws and how they may apply to specific situations.  

 
For more information, please contact Jonathan Pompan at 202.344.4383 or jlpompan@Venable.com.  
 
Jonathan Pompan is Of Counsel at Venable LLP in the Washington, DC office.  He represents 
nonprofit and for-profit companies in regulated industries in a wide variety of areas such as before the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”), compliance with applicable federal and state 
regulations, and in connection with CFPB, Federal Trade Commission, and state investigations and law 
enforcement actions. 
 
This article is not intended to provide legal advice or opinion and should not be relied on as such.  Legal 
advice can only be provided in response to a specific fact situation.  
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What do Jon Stewart and The Daily Show, Stephen Colbert and The Colbert Report, and Richard 
Cordray and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) have in common?  Hopefully a sense 
of humor, but at least one Web designer. 
 
According to a recent Washington Post story, “Who leaves Comedy Central to work for the 
government?,” Audrey Chen, formerly a senior Web designer at Comedy Central, is on “a team of 
Web developers, information architects, and digital strategists who want to revolutionize the very way 
that Washington works.” 
 
Headed by Cordray, the CFPB has been actively recruiting and attracting young staffers from across the 
country with varied experiences.  “If Stephen Colbert and Jon Stewart are now the guiding lights for the 
young generation now “staring up at fading Obama posters”...then the Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau has recruited straight from the source,” Suzy Khimm writes in the Washington Post. 
  
According to Khimm, the CFPB has “become a mecca for the young, creative do-gooders who still 
believe that new technology and the right open-source ethos can fulfill the president's promise of a 
changed Washington.” 
  
The CFPB also has become known as a “Beltway Startup” with access to close to a half billion dollar 
budget and over 1,000 employees.  Now at the start of its second year, the CFPB's own list of 
accomplishments includes enforcement actions, rulemakings in the areas of nonbank supervision and 
examination, mortgage servicer reform, and shining a light on financial services for servicemembers and 
seniors, though the CPFB also has a number of works in progress.  
  
The article discusses the CFPB's embracement of “classic start-up style,” and attributes the CFPB's 
“beta” projects to an approach that encourages staff to work quickly and make corrections later.  The 
approach, attributed to one espoused by entrepreneur Eric Ries, is “to create prototypes quickly, then 
modify them afterward through intensive customer feedback.” 
 
The approach is as good an explanation as any for the Bureau's practice of often placing proposals on 
its website without often simultaneously utilizing the Federal Register and the notice and comment 
process provided for in the Administrative Procedures Act.  Instead, Bureau proposals like sample 
disclosures for student loans, mortgage servicers, and other initiatives like a draft Strategic Plan seem 
to sometimes only exist on the Web.  And, comments from the public sometimes are limited to the 
arbitrary length of intake forms on CFPB website.  Nonetheless, the CFPB has been placing pressure 

Articles

No Laughing Matter - Stewart, Colbert, and Cordray? 

on companies to use some of these draft disclosures – such as the Know Before You Owe: Student 
Loan disclosure form – before they are finalized.  
  
Beneath the Bureau's blog posts, Twitter feed, beta forms, online calculators, complaint tools, 
interactive FAQs about financial products and services, and other digital tools is a concerted and 
deliberate focus on systemic change.  The CFPB website provides a window into an area that matters 
very much but is easily underestimated.  For affected companies and other stakeholders the “beta” 
approaches and CFPB website is no laughing matter. 

* * * * * 

For more information, please contact Jonathan L. Pompan at 202.344.4383 or 
jlpompan@Venable.com. 

Jonathan L. Pompan is Of Counsel at Venable LLP in the Washington, DC office.  He represents 
nonprofit and for-profit companies in regulated industries, in a wide variety of areas such as before the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, compliance with applicable federal and state regulations, and in 
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connection with Federal Trade Commission and state investigations and law enforcement actions. 

This article is not intended to provide legal advice or opinion and should not be relied on as such.  Legal 
advice can only be provided in response to a specific fact situation.  
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The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) has investigations underway that span the full 
breadth of the Bureau’s enforcement authority over providers of financial products and services and their 
vendors.  If your company is the recipient of a civil investigative demand (“CID”) from the CFPB the 
process is not an easy one.  You have to issue a record retention notice, negotiate the scope of the 
CID, collect responsive information and materials, respond to the CID, and then wait for the CFPB to 
make decision on whether it will bring an enforcement action or close the investigation.   
 
All of this can be challenging, especially since the CFPB is still in the process of rolling out regulatory 
reforms and articulating its positions.  On top of this, for many nonbanks, the CFPB has or will be able 
to exercise supervision authority and launch examinations of business practices.  (For depository 
institutions with assets over $10 billion the CFPB already has supervision authority).  As a result, there 
is likely no escaping additional CFPB scrutiny in the future—even after the investigation is concluded. 
 
When the CFPB launches an investigation, it operates under its procedures for investigating whether 
persons have engaged in conduct that violates federal consumer financial law.  The CFPB’s 
investigation rules are somewhat similar to those used by other regulators, such as the Federal Trade 
Commission, and they establish the procedures the CFPB follows when conducting investigations.  
CFPB investigations generally will not be made public by the Bureau until a public enforcement action is 
filed or consent order is issued. 
 
While the CFPB has the power to compel information in an investigation, the CFPB’s investigatory 
process is not self-executing.  Accordingly, when a CID is received, the recipient first must decide 
whether to (1) petition the CFPB for an order modifying or setting aside the CID, or (2) negotiate the 
scope of the CID.  These decisions must be made quickly.  The CFPB’s rules require the CID recipient 
and the CFPB to meet and confer within 10 days on the terms of compliance with the CID, including 
appropriate limitations on the scope of the request, issues related to electronically stored information 
(“ESI”), issues related to privilege and confidential information, and a reasonable time for compliance.  
Moreover, the CFPB rules allow only for a short window—20 days—to petition the CFPB for an order to 
modify or set aside the CID.   
 
Accordingly, a CID recipient must decide quickly on an approach and overall strategy to navigate the 
investigation and identify long- and short-term goals. 

  
Petition to Modify or Set Aside the CID 

The Consumer Financial Protection Act (“CFPA”) provides a mechanism whereby the recipient of a CID 
may challenge a CID by filing a petition with the CFPB Director seeking a petition to modify or set aside 
the CID altogether.  When deciding whether or not to file a petition, the recipient of a CID must balance 
many factors.  For instance, while the investigation itself is nonpublic, a petition to modify or set aside 
the CID is made public by the CFPB.  On the other hand, under FTC precedent, the failure to file a 
petition could result in the waiver of any objections to the CID.   

The CFPB’s regulations relating to petitions to modify or set aside a CID impose the following 
requirements:  

■ Timing.  A petition must be filed within 20 days after service of the CID.  However, if the return date 
on the CID is less than 20 days after service, the petition must be filed prior to the return date.   

■ Requests for Extension of Time.  The Assistant Director of the Division of Enforcement may grant 
a request for an extension of time to file a petition (although such requests are disfavored). 

■ Substance.  The petition must set forth all assertions of privilege or other factual and legal objection 
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to the CID, including all appropriate arguments, affidavits, and other supporting documentation. 
To date, the CFPB has issued only one decision in response to a petition to modify or set aside a CID.  
In this order, the CFPB Director denied the request and ordered the recipient to comply with the CID.  
The Director cited the CFPA and the broad latitude in the use of investigative subpoenas afforded to 
administrative agencies in order to advance the government’s duty to enforce the law.  As a result, the 
decision process on whether to petition the CFPB or negotiate can feel like a catch-22 situation that is 
setup to result in cooperation. 

 Negotiating the Scope of CID Request 

The key to successfully negotiating a CID is preparation and working quickly.  The CFPB typically will 
not grant a modification to a CID request unless the justification for the modification is both legitimate 
and specific.  The more details you provide the CFPB to support your rationale for seeking the 
modification and substantiate claims of burden—especially with respect to any technical burden 
imposed on the company—the greater likelihood you will succeed.  It also is advisable to offer specific 
alternatives and suggestions for responding to the requests instead of simply asserting that the 
requests are too broad.   

The first opportunity you likely will have to discuss the scope of the CID with the CFPB and negotiate 
the terms of compliance is during the mandatory meet and confer with the CFPB attorneys, which is 
supposed to take place within 10 calendar days after receipt of the CID.  In order to be prepared for the 
meet and confer, you must quickly assemble a legal team, assess the scope of the CID, consult with 
the relevant IT and business personnel, and outline, request-by-request, a proposal for modifying the 
CID. 

There are many ways to push back on the scope of a CID, and all options should be put on the table in 
order to reach maximum results.  While each CID is different and highly dependent on the underlying 
legal issues and facts, there are several areas common to all CIDs that greatly affect the burden and 
cost of complying with a CID.  Below we provide an overview of these areas and some suggestions. 

1. Applicable Time Period.  Each CID includes a defined time period covered by the CID.  Typically 
the CFPB will seek information and materials going back several years, until “the date of full 
compliance with this CID.”  Although the CFPB may not agree to a blanket modification to the 
applicable time period, it may consider limiting the time period for select requests.   

2. Definitions.  It is easy to overlook the Definitions section of the CID and go straight to the CID 
requests, but it is important to review the definitions carefully because they greatly affect the scope 
and burden of the CID.  For instance, the CFPB typically defines the term “company” broadly to 
include the CID recipient plus all entities affiliated with the recipient—even if those affiliates are in 
different lines of business than the recipient.  Depending on the company, this could significantly 
expand the scale of the document/data collection and review.  This is particularly true for larger 
entities with complicated corporate structures.      

3. Redundant or Superfluous Documents.  Like other government investigators, the CFPB typically 
will phrase its requests as broadly as possible to capture all documents and information (using 
phrases such as “all documents relating to”).  Often times such requests require the production of 
numerous copies of materials that are, in all material respects, identical.  For instance, a request for 
all consumer contracts could potentially require the production of millions of contracts, all of which 
are identical except for the name and signature of the consumer.  Consider offering the CFPB 
models, templates, or samples of documents in lieu of a full production to reduce the overall burden 
and cost of the document production.  Further, companies that are publicly traded will have disclosed 
through filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission information that may duplicate 
information responsive to the CID.  

4. ESI Considerations.  The search, collection, and production of ESI are particularly daunting when 
dealing with a CID.  You should treat the issue of ESI here the same as you would in civil litigation.  
At a minimum, you will need to (1) issue a records retention notice to ensure all potentially 
responsive ESI is preserved, (2) confer with your IT staff to identify potential sources, locations, and 
storage and retrieval mechanisms of ESI, and (3) work with the IT and business departments to 
determine the nature and volume of potentially responsive ESI.  Depending on the volume of 
potentially responsive ESI and the degree of difficulty of retrieving it, you may need to narrow the 
amount of ESI collected.  To do so, you will need to present to the CFPB information about the 
unavailability, inaccessibility, or excessive volumes of ESI.  In any event, the first step will be to 



understand where and what ESI is held by the company and how that fits with the requests of the 
CID. 

5. Privileged and Confidential Information.  The CID likely will require you to identify all materials 
withheld or redacted on the grounds of privilege.  The process of identifying privileged documentation 
and creating a privilege log may, depending on the nature of your business, be extremely time 
consuming and costly.  Consider ways to modify the scope of the CID to minimize this burden (for 
example, excluding the company’s lawyers from any custodian lists).   At the same time, it may be 
useful to consider whether privileged material would be useful to disclose and whether it can still be 
protected with causing waiver issues. 

6. Time for Compliance.  Regardless of what you ultimately negotiate with respect to the terms of 
compliance with the CID, you should consider requesting a rolling production of information and 
documents, in order to help manage the time and resources needed to respond to the requests.  
Whether the CFPB will grant the request will depend upon the circumstances and if it’s a “win-win” for 
both parties.  Obviously, an extension and rolling production can allow the CFPB to receive some 
materials sooner, but also it can give recipients of a CID valuable time to collect and process other 
information that is potentially responsive to the request. 

Responding to a CFPB investigation can be a difficult process.  A company that is the recipient of a CID 
will be better able to be successful if it understands and minimizes its risks and at the same time 
maximizes its opportunity for a successful long-term relationship as a regulated entity.  The decision to 
challenge a CID or to negotiate the terms of the CID, and that negotiation, is just the first step on this 
long road. 

 * * * * * 

For more information, please contact Jonathan L. Pompan at 202.344.4383 or 
jlpompan@Venable.com; or Alexandra Megaris at 212.370.6210 or amegaris@Venable.com.  

Jonathan L. Pompan is Of Counsel at Venable LLP in the Washington, DC office.  He represents 
nonprofit and for-profit companies in regulated industries, in a wide variety of areas such as before the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, compliance with applicable federal and state regulations, and in 
connection with Federal Trade Commission and state investigations and law enforcement actions. 

Alexandra Megaris is an associate in Venable’s regulatory practice group, where she advises clients 
on advertising and marketing, communications, and general business matters, including compliance 
with the Consumer Financial Protection Act, and the Federal Trade Commission Act.  She also assists 
clients with civil and criminal investigations before the U.S. Congress, the CFPB, the FTC, and various 
other federal and state agencies. 

This article is not intended to provide legal advice or opinion and should not be relied on as such.  Legal 
advice can only be provided in response to a specific fact situation.  
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Jonathan Pompan published "What the 2012 Election Means for the CFPB" in CFPB Watch on 
November 14, 2012. 

 
Since last week’s election win for President Obama and Elizabeth Warren, there has been endless 
buzz about the future of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (the “CFPB” or “Bureau”), and from 
the looks of things, Bureau staff are continuing about their work as if it’s full steam ahead.  
 
In the days since the election, the Bureau posted on its website consumer-focused guidance on such 
topics as a checklist of financial decisions to make after a disaster, transcripts and observations from 
the CFPB’s first consumer advisory and council meetings, a vague announcement about the launch of 
“Project Catalyst,” and a Veteran’s Day announcement drawing attention to consumer financial 
protection issues affecting servicemembers and veterans. The CFPB continues to push its pro-
consumer agenda. 
 
The CFPB has a short though consistent history of using regulation, supervision, enforcement, and the 
bully pulpit to effect change. The CFPB already has a list of accomplishments that includes 
rulemakings in the areas of nonbank supervision and examination, and mortgage reform; enforcement 
actions against banks and a loan modification company; and placing a spotlight on financial services for 
students, servicemembers and seniors.  
 
The President’s re-election and the Democratic majority in the Senate spells trouble for efforts to amend 
the Dodd-Frank Act to reform or, as some have suggested, abolish the Bureau: The President is a 
strong supporter of the CFPB’s work and pushed for the creation of the Bureau. Further, Elizabeth 
Warren’s election to the Senate means there will be a staunch defender and advocate for the Bureau, 
irrespective of what committees she ends up serving on. 
 
The effects of a second term for President Obama will reach far beyond the immediate agenda of the 
Bureau and will have significant consequences for consumers and consumer financial services 
providers. Crucial decisions like the re-appointment of Richard Cordray as the Director of the CFPB, or 
his replacement should he move on, will be President Obama’s to make. Perhaps the only safeguard for 
moderating the Bureau’s influence is the courts; but none of the legal challenges brought to date have 
yet been effective in that regard. 
 
Just about everything we’ve come to know about the CFPB is going to remain the same for at least the 
next year – and likely for the next two years. This means that the CFPB is going to continue increasing 
its regulation of banks and nonbanks. The CFPB is already undertaking various rulemakings mandated 
by the Dodd-Frank Act, including several mortgage-related rulemakings and rulemakings to implement 
the CFPB’s supervisory program for certain nonbanks, proposals concerning prepaid cards, and several 
administrative matters. 
 
Some of the issues we expect to see the Bureau tackle in the near term include: 
■ Proposed rules that would require certain nonbank financial institutions to register with the CFPB. 

 
■ Proposed rules to clarify the CFPB’s supervision of depository institutions, their affiliates, and service 

providers, including examinations of smaller insured depository institutions on a sampling basis.  
 

■ Development of proposed regulations concerning the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act and the data to 
be collected and appropriate procedures, information safeguards, and privacy protections for 
information gathering.  
 

■ Regulations concerning reloadable prepaid cards.  
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■ Final disclosure rules and requirements concerning high-cost mortgage loans and mortgage 
servicing.  
 

■ Final rules on mortgage originator standards. Among several requirements, the rules will affect how 
originators are able to be paid, and qualification requirements.  
 

■ Rules establishing the scope of the CFPB’s nonbank supervision program in the markets of (1) 
consumer credit; (2) money transmission, check cashing, and related activities; (3) prepaid cards; 
and (4) debt relief services. (The CFPB has already completed its first two “larger participant” 
rulemakings addressing consumer debt collection and consumer reporting agencies).  

 
But the changes the Bureau has in store aren’t confined to regulations. The Bureau has said it has open 
investigations in virtually all of the market areas under its jurisdiction. The fact that the President has 
won reelection means that these investigations will continue unabated, and that more are certain to 
come.  
 
In its first three out of four enforcement actions, the Bureau has aggressively scrutinized and been 
critical of how banks monitor third-party vendors and employees; designed, approved, and implemented 
compliance management systems; and interfaced with consumers. These enforcement actions also 
were the by-product of multi-agency cooperation between the CFPB and other federal and state banking 
departments. This level of coordination is expected to continue. 
 
Bottom line: The Bureau has become known as a “Beltway Start-up” with access to close to a half-
billion-dollar budget and more than 1,000 employees. Financial institutions will need to double down on 
compliance, brace for scrutiny, and search for ways to affect policy directly at the Bureau, as well as 
through Congress and the courts.  
 
For more information, please contact Jonathan L. Pompan at 202.344.4383 or .  
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The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (the "CFPB") recently went live with a telephone hotline and 
email address for tipsters and whistleblowers with information about potential violations of federal 
consumer financial laws, with an online tips portal to be launched early in 2012. "Tips will help inform 
Bureau strategy, investigations, and enforcement," said Richard Cordray, Assistant Director of 
Enforcement for the CFPB. 

The Consumer Financial Protection Act (the "CFPA"), Title X of Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and 
Consumer Protection Act (the "Dodd-Frank Act"), enacted strong anti-retaliation protections for 
employees of consumer financial product and service companies who are retaliated against for 
disclosing information concerning fraudulent or unlawful conduct relating to a consumer financial product 
or service. 

The protections apply to a wide range of employers from banks to nonbank financial service providers, 
such as organizations that extend credit, mortgage lenders and servicers, providers of financial advisory 
services, consumer reporting agencies, money transmitters, providers of prepaid cards, payday lenders, 
credit counselors and debt settlement providers, and debt collectors. 

Key Elements of the Anti-Retaliation Protections 

Section 1057 of the Dodd-Frank Act prohibits banks and other consumer financial services providers 
from retaliating against an employee for providing information to an employer, a regulatory agency, or 
law enforcement agency about a reasonably perceived violation of a federal consumer financial law or a 
regulation of the CFPB. Under the CFPA, the term "federal consumer financial law" is broadly defined to 
include, among other things, Title X of the Dodd-Frank Act itself, which prohibits unfair, deceptive, or 
abusive acts and practices in connection with consumer financial products and services, and several 
"enumerated consumer laws" and their implementing regulations. 

The consumer financial products and services whistleblower provisions protect "any individual performing 
tasks related to the offering or provision of a consumer financial product or service" who engages in 
certain whistleblowing activities. 

Protected activities by an employee include: 

■ Providing information to the employer, the CFPB, or any other government or law enforcement 
agency about an act or omission the employee reasonably believes is in violation of the CFPA, or 
any other law or rule subject to the jurisdiction of the Bureau; 

■ Testifying in any proceeding resulting from the enforcement of the CFPA or any other provision of law 
subject to the CFPB's jurisdiction; 

■ Instituting any proceeding under any federal consumer financial law; and 
■ Objecting to, or refusing to participate in, any action the employee reasonably believes to be in 

violation of any law or rule subject to the CFPB's jurisdiction. 
Employees that believe they have been discharged or discriminated against in violation of this 
whistleblower provision have 180 days from the date of the alleged retaliation to file a complaint with the 
U.S. Department of Labor ("DOL"). The DOL is authorized to investigate these complaints and order the 
appropriate relief upon finding that a violation has occurred. The DOL has up to 210 days after the date a 
complaint is filed to issue a final order, otherwise the claimant can bring a suit in federal district court. 

Available remedies may include: 

CFPB Watch
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■ An order requiring the employer take affirmative action to abate the violation; 
■ Reinstatement; 
■ Compensation, including back pay; 
■ Compensatory damages; and 
■ At the complainant's request, reimbursement of all costs and expenses (including attorney's fees and 

expert witness fees) reasonably incurred. 
These rights and remedies cannot be waived by any agreement, policy, form, or condition of 
employment. In addition, this whistleblower provision prohibits mandatory arbitration of a dispute arising 
under this provision. 

Challenges for Providers of Consumer Financial Products and Services 

The consumer finance whistleblower protections have significant implications for legal and regulatory 
compliance and raise a number of challenges for providers of consumer financial products and services. 
Covered employers will need to consider such issues as: 

■ How to maintain legal and regulatory compliance with consumer financial protection laws and 
regulations; 

■ How to ensure that, to the extent there is a violation of consumer financial protection law or 
regulations, an employee will take advantage of internal reporting mechanisms as opposed to 
bypassing such mechanisms and going straight to the CFPB; 

■ How to conduct internal investigations without encouraging whistleblowers; and 
■ How to successfully mediate any problems discovered. 
Steps to Help Minimize the Risk of Whistleblower Lawsuits and Related Enforcement Actions 

The spotlight that the CFPB has placed on soliciting whistleblowers adds an additional layer of 
exposure to a continually evolving legal and regulatory landscape for providers of consumer financial 
products and services. 

As a result, covered employers should review existing training, compliance, and audit functions and 
programs. The stronger the compliance policies and practices are, the less likely there will be legal and 
regulatory violations in the first place. It also will be critical to stay up-to-date on the latest regulatory 
and enforcement developments related to federal consumer financial laws. In addition, the 
implementation and strengthening of internal reporting mechanisms such as hotlines that are easily 
accessible, and the prompt investigation of internal complaints should help to curb complaints to the 
CFPB. Finally, in light of the potential for a private lawsuit, covered employers should review all anti-
retaliation policies and procedures to ensure they expressly encompass whistleblowing activity. 

* * * * * *  

For more information, please contact Jonathan Pompan at 202.344.4383 or 
jlpompan@Venable.com; or David Warner at 703.760.1652 or drwarner@Venable.com. 

Jonathan Pompan is Of Counsel at Venable LLP in the Washington, DC office. He represents 
nonprofit and for-profit companies in regulated industries, including credit counseling agencies, in a 
wide variety of areas such as before the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, compliance with 
applicable federal and state regulations, and in connection with Federal Trade Commission and state 
investigations and law enforcement actions. 

David Warner is a Partner in Venable's Tysons Corner, VA office. He represents nonprofit and for-
profit companies across a broad spectrum of industries in regard to complex labor and employment 
counseling and litigation matters. 

This article is not intended to provide legal advice or opinion and should not be relied on as such. Legal 
advice can only be provided in response to a specific fact situation.  
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